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Notes to software versions and instruction manuals 
 
This page is under construction 
 
SOFTWARE and SOFTWARE UPDATES: 

To learn more about the current software version and to download a free copy, go to the ZIMO 
website www.zimo.at and click on the tab “Update & Software” (“Update – System”). 
 
 
General information: 

• Do not use ZIMO devices in excessively warm or humid locations. The air flow must 
not be restricted (e.g. by covering) when in operation. 

• Cable links shall not be squeezed or put under tension. A tight fit of all connectors is 
a prerequisite for faultless power or data transmission. 

• The devices should not remain under power unattended, i.e. the power supply (or 
power supplies) should be disconnected from the power grid, ideally via a switchable 
power bar or by pulling the plug from the grid. 

• Children under the age of 8 years must be under supervision of an adult when oper-
ating the device. 

• Improper use or opening of the device without consulting ZIMO may lead to danger 
or loss of warranty. 

 
 

  

http://www.zimo.at/
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Product features and system configurations 
“StEin”- Modules (Stationary-Equipment-Modules) are ZIMO DCC components that are 
designed to work together with a ZIMO command station MX10; with limitations also to-
gether with one of the older MX1 command stations, but for the time being NOT with 
THIRD PARTY SYSTEMS. 

As the name implies, all kinds of “stationary equipment” found on a model railroad lay-
out can be connected to the “StEin” module, above all, track sections, accessories 
such as switches, signals, uncouplers, point-detectors and speakers. 

The central task of the StEin is the operation and control of fully equipped track sec-
tions (with occupancy detection, loco number recognition, local or global RailCom, 
short-circuit handling as well as the ZIMO feature “HLU” for the “signal controlled speed 
influence”). 

The detector inputs on the “StEin” are mostly (but not exclusively) used with track sec-
tions, which complement the principle of train influence (placing speed limits on track 
sections using the HLU method) by adding precise local train control (by using point de-
tectors such as track contacts, reed switches, infrared sensors etc.). 

NOTE: A partially functional alternative is the Roco “Z21 occupancy detector with RailCom” 
(manufactured by ZIMO) for limited applications (i.e. when HLU is not needed).  
ATTENTION: The occupation detector Z21 does not have its own short-circuit shut-off; it is 
therefore harmful if the MX10’s track output is set to a value higher than 5A. 

The “StEin” is also an affordable alternative for accessory control to the normally used 
stationary decoders (because their functions are included at no extra charge): the 
“StEin” offers a number of functional advantages such as independent power supply from 
track power and the CAN bus as a powerful control and feedback path. 

Using the “StEin” with the current ZIMO system, MX10 and MX32: 

The minimum requirement for using the "StEin" consists of the MX10 command station 
and the StEin module itself (or several modules). For reasons of operability, however, at 
least one MX32 controller (later MX33) should be at hand, and usually a computer is al-
so used in connection with StEin applications.  

THE CONNECTION OF THE PIECES IS ILLUSTRATED ON THE NEXT PAGE 
with explanations below: 

- The “StEin’s” power supply for track and accessory outputs: 
A special feature of the "StEin"-concept is the origin of the DCC signal at the track out-
puts: "StEin" modules operate as boosters, which means, the DCC signal for both rails 
("P" and "N") is generated by the module itself and synchronized with the outputs of the 
command station (via the wires 7 and 8 on the extended CAN bus cable). 
In contrast, the typical occupancy detectors on the market (including the Z21 occupancy and RailCom 
detector manufactured by ZIMO) pass the signal through from the command station. By the way, the 
“old” ZIMO track section modules MX9 also work like that. 

Therefore: the power amplifiers of a track output of a “StEin” module are fed with DC 
power that is applied to the terminal “+ track power” (and GROUND), not by the track 
output of a command station. This DC voltage can easily be taken from the “DC-out” con-
nection (usually S1) of the MX10 command station, but can also be taken from an inde-
pendent external power supply. 

Accessories connected to the “StEin” module (turnouts, signals etc.) are also supplied with 
DC voltage, which is connected to the terminal “+ Accessory power” (and GROUND). 
This is usually supplied by the output “DC-out” S2 from the command station and there-
fore separated from track power, although that is not mandatory: it could also be connect-
ed to track power or an external power supply. 

It is often the case that all the power (track power and accessories) is supplied by the MX10, 
in which case a 3-conductor cable (2.5 mm2 diameter recomended) is connected between the 
3-pin socket on the MX10 (“DC-out”: S1, GND, S2” and  
the 3-pin socket on the “StEin” (+Track power, GROUND, +Accessory power). 
 

 
              (this may seem a bit illogical.... see schematic on the next page) 

 

- The input/output connections of the STEIN88V module:  
 8 track section connections, with up to 8A outputs each (suitable for large-scale trains) and 

  occupancy detection from as little as 1 mA current draw (corresponding to an axle resistor 
of 10 – 20 KOhm), short circuit detection and shutdown with adjustable thresholds and 
times, local RailCom (address recognition) and global RailCom (receiving and forwarding  
 of complete reports on “Channel 2”),  
 ZIMO HLU speed limits in 7 steps with function influence and location detection, 
 ZIMO ACKs for loco number recognition (alternative and complementary to RailCom). 

 8 turnout connections (double coil, motorized…) with extensive position 
   and speed control, also usable for 16 single connections such as uncouplers,  
    lights etc. 

 16 logic level inputs for all kinds of sensors: rail contacts, photoelectric sensors etc. 
 1 I2C bus connection, for 16 signal or other boards positioned close to the accessory it-

self (signals: each board can drive 16 LED’s or several multiple signals), 
 2 speaker outputs for station announcements and similar, from the StEin’s internal sound 

generator, 
 2 connectors for expansion boards (for more turnouts, servos etc.).  

- Other “StEin” facilities: 
The "StEin" is equipped with a numeric display (for displaying the module number and as 
support for manual setup) as well as numerous control LEDs: occupancy status, short cir-
cuits, HLU status of each track section, input states, switching operations, various internal 
voltages and operating states. 
The 5 buttons are mainly used for manual module settings, for example: fixed HLU settings 
on track sections (e.g. "slow" or "stop"), later also for automatic dependencies (such as 
block control or hidden stations) but also for restarting after short circuits and turnout test-
ing etc. 
The USB drive socket is used for software updates for the StEin module but also to 
load configurations that are created on external sheets; possibly also for sound files. 

Using the “StEin” with the “old” ZIMO System, MX1 and MX31: 
CURRENTLY NOT DESCRIBED 

ATTENTION: this 3-conductor cable is to connect “Pin 1 to pin 3 and pin 3 to pin 1“ 
  

 
 
 
 

 
 

ATTENTION: do NOT use the “Schiene 2” (track 2) output for the programming 
track in SERVICE MODE, if “DC out S2” is used for StEin accessory power. 
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In the example shown above, all the power for the layout’s track and accessories 
is supplied by the MX10 command station (actually the power supply unit up-
stream) from the pins “S1” and “S2” of the “DC out” socket, but also the 
DCC power amplifier of the MX10 track outputs “Schiene 1” or   

Cab MX32(FU) or 
MX33(FU) tethered 

CAN bus (6-pin) To computer  
(if system and StEin module is to work togeth-

er with a dispatcher program) 

6-pin CAN bus cable to the front 
MX10 CAN socket 

8-pin network cable  
to the rear MX10  

LAN socket 

CAN bus (8-pin) 

8-pin CAN bus cable (network cable de-
sign) to the rear MX10  

CAN socket 

Turnout connec-
tions 
1 … 8 

Logic inputs 
1 … 16 Servo 

connections 
1 … 8 

planned planned 

MX10 command station back side 

StEin extension boards 
planned 

 

StEin module STEIN88V 
 

Turnout connec-
tions 
1 … 8 

 Logic inputs 
1 … 16 

2 x Speaker I2C Bus for 
signals 8 Signal lights 

8 Signal lights 
8 Signal lights 

8 Signal lights 
8 Signal lights 

8 Signal lights 

Up to 16 ICA boards 
per “StEin” 

Connect the I2C bus in a daisy  
chain as shown (NOT in parallel) 

Additional StEin Modules 
STEIN88V and STEIN80G 

Isolated rail sections: connected to the StEin outputs 
marked “P”. 
Continuous rail: connected to the StEin output marked 
“N” or the MX10 output “N”. 

 

Track outputs 1 … 8: 
 for common “N-rail” and 
individual “P-rail” sections 

 

All “N” pins are  
internally parallel 

To track 2 (Programming track) 

ATTENTION: The DCC output “Schiene 2” is supplied by the same power 
source as the output “DC out S2”, which in this application example is al-
so used for the StEin to control turnouts and signals. 
Therefore, the voltage and short-circuit handling is the same.  

 

DC out S2 
(for accessory power; which  
the StEin uses to operate turnouts etc.) 

To track 1, 
for layout track that is NOT 

connected to StEin modules. 

 

Common GROUND 
(= System ground) 

DC out S1 
(Track voltage; 

from this the StEin produces the DCC signal for the track outputs  
1 … 8, the same way as the MX10 does for the “Schiene 1” output 

 

Power Supply 
 

Alternatively, a separate power supply can be 
used to power accessories  

from MX10  
command  

station  

Common GROUND 
(= System ground) 

DC out S1 
(Track voltage) 

 

Accessory power from a ded-
icated power supply (i.e. 
NGULF); which the StEin uses to 
operate turnouts etc. 

to the StEin  

to the StEin  

In this case, the supply of the layout and  
accessories is supplied by the MX10 command station (actually the power supply unit 
upstream) from the pins “S1” and “S2” of the “DC out” socket, but also the DCC 
power amplifier of the MX10 track outputs “Schiene 1” or “Schiene 2”. 
In other more elaborate setups (e.g. if boosters are added) the "Power and Distribu-
tion Board" MX10AVP is used. 
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1.  Setup technical data, “StEin” configuration- 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

Socket for USB-stick  
for software update  
and to load/save the configura-
tion data 

2 CAN bus sockets to connect 
with the MX10 command sta-
tion (only to the rear  
CAN bus socket) and to the next 
module 

Only if it‘s NOT an MX10: 
 Track P N for synchronization 

3-fold screw terminal to  
Supply running and accessory 
voltage: NOT on output 
“Schiene” of the MX10, bur “DC 
out”  
Connections (or individual)  
power supply units, max. 24 V) 

Jumper to switch the supply of 
the internal circuits (microcon-
troller, memory, etc), if desired 
from the accessory voltage 
(usual case) or from the higher 
voltage (ACC or LOCO) 

 

 
  

Connection (pin connector) 
for Expansion board 1 

 

Connection (pin connector) 
for Expansion board 2 

 

Speaker outputs  

Display for module number und local 
operation (buttons) 

I2C - Bus to the signal board 

 
Outputs for 8 turnouts (coils,  
motor, EPL) or 16 single 
consumers (e.g. uncoupler); 
included in the 20-pin plug: 
auxiliary voltages 5V and accessories 

 

16 inputs and LED-indicators for point 
detectors, photoelectric sensors, turn-
out feedback and more. 

 

Note: brown letters mean that the 
connections are only available on 
STEIN88V, but not on STEIN80G. 

 

Buttons and LED indicators for local 
operation and adjustment of config-

uration parameters 

   8 track section outputs on four 3-pin sockets, each with 2 “P” (Positive rail) and common “N” (Negative rail) connection. 
LED indicators for each section: HLU (red/yellow/green), occupancy (yellow), short circuit (blue).  
 

CAN-Bus Control-LED: 
Green flashing 1 Hz = up to 25/sec messages  
                        2 Hz = up to 100/sec received 
                        5 Hz = up to 250/sec 
                      10 Hz = more than 250/sec   
Red flashing = CAN transmission in flashing period 
 

DCC signal control LED: 
Green flashing 2 Hz = ok 
Green/Red flashing = wrong polarity 
   (only possible if DCC via track) 
Red flashing = NO DCC (HLU is not possible) 

 strategy, “StEin” data model 
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T E C H N I C A L   D A T A  : 

Power for 
     Track (DC-out “S1” or “S2” from ZIMO MX10 or separate power supply)      ………..………….. 12 - 24 V 
     Accessory (DC-out “S1” or “S2” from ZIMO MX10 or separate power supply)    ……………….. 12 - 24 V 
     CAN bus (normally from the MX10 or MX1 CAN bus socket)  …………….................................. 12 - 35 V 
Output current  

on single track outputs (necessarily automatic short circuit switch-off) .................................   8 A  
   total current of all 8 track outputs  ……….............................................................................  10 A 
for each turnout output (or other components) …………...….……………………………………  2 A 
   total current of all 16 turnout outputs  ...................................................................................   5 A 
for the 5V auxiliary output  .…………………………………..……………………………………... 1 A 
 

Others: 
Minimum current flow at the track for reliable occupancy detection …….………………………...    1 mA 
       (the occupancy threshold can be set higher than 1 mA in the configuration data) 
Internal consumption of the StEin from track and accessory voltage .................... 350 mA 
Internal consumption from the CAN bus voltage (if not supplied by track or accessory) ... 150 mA 
Dimensions   ……..……………………………………………………………………….   180 x 120 x 20 mm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The “HLU” - technique - also known as “signal controlled speed influence” and “location dependent 
function control” - is integrated in ZIMO digital systems and ZIMO decoders *).  
HLU is a communication protocol from one track output of the StEin module (former MX9 track sec-
tion modules) to the decoder located on the track section; HLU data can be different from one track 
section to another (e.g. regarding HLU steps), they do NOT have addresses and are read individually 
by each ZIMO decoder (and decoders of some other manufacturers).  
HLU data usually contain commands to stop trains or reduce their speed to one of the 5 HLU limits; 
see list above. HLU data reach the decoders practically immediately, because they are sent out 
about 100 times/sec. On the track section outputs of the StEin, the interlocking program (on the 
computer) usually sets HLU steps.  

*) Some decoder manufacturers 
    also support HLU: 
    known as far from: ESU, D&H, CT 

Similar to the central command station MX10, the StEin possesses high quality RailCom detectors, 
but 8 of them (for each of the 8 track sections). The analysis of the feedback from the vehicles allows, 
for example, to show the position of a train on the controller and the interlocking program, or to show 
the layout-dependent direction East-West. 

Note to S E T T I N G S   O F   T H E   M X 1 0  when using StEin modules 
 concerning the overcurrent and short circuit detection of the StEin modules and the MX10 

itself: 
StEin modules are equipped with an overcurrent and short circuit detection for every track section 
output; also see chapter “The 8 track sections, overcurrent and short circuit”; here a short description: 

In the StEin’s “Parameter sheet” every track section can be defined individually regarding overcur-
rent and short circuit handling, whereby generally it is not very useful to set too many or high differ-
ences.  
In case of overcurrent (typical values between 1 and 3 A in parameters UESLAMP and UESSAZT in 
the object lines of the track sections) it leads to a delayed switch-off (in parameters UESLAZT and 
UESSAZT = turn-off time),  
In case of short circuits (typical threshold 4 to 8 A according to KUSAMP) it switches off immediately 
(i.e. after about ½ msec, this CANNOT be configured).  
In both cases there is a number of automatic restarts (in parameters UESLEAZ, UESSEZ, KUS-
EZT) after which the system is finally turned off. 

In case of overcurrent or short circuits, usually only one track section is affected. It would be bad, if an 
overcurrent/short circuit on a track section connected to the StEin turned off the track output of the 
MX10 - which therefore shuts down a bigger range of the layout.  
To avoid such misconduct, certain rules have to be complied to regarding “Voltage & Current”, namely 
the values for “OVC threshold” and “OVC turn-off time”, sometimes also “OVC tol. current” can be used. 
All these settings are entered via the main menu “VOLT & AMPERE detail”. *). 

     Values for the turn-off parameters UESLAZT / UESSAZT     
            (if there are differences, the highest value)                         useful value 
                       in the object lines for the track sections            fur “OVC turn-off time” in the MX10 

100 ms (to write into the StEin object), means 0.1 sec               0.3 sec 
200 ms (to write into the StEin object), means 0.2 sec               0.5 sec 
500 ms (to write into the StEin object), means 0.5 sec               0.8 sec 
700 ms (to write into the StEin object), means 0.7 sec               1.0 sec 

         Values for the higher overcurrent parameter UESSAMP     
            (if there are differences, the highest value)                         useful value 
                       in the object lines for the track sections            for “OVC threshold” in the MX10 

2000 mA (to write into the StEin object), means 2 A               5 A 
4000 mA (to write into the StEin object), means 4 A               10 A 

About 2.5 times or more;  
the total electricity consumption of the layout is also important 

*)  Technical description to the above described rules (especially the turn-off times): 
In contrast to the track outputs of the central command station MX10, the outputs of the StEin do not have 
a constant current regulation, which would bridge the time until the turn-off (the turn-off time). The StEin 
hereby relies on the MX10; i.e. when exceeding the overcurrent threshold (according to parameters UES-
LAMP or UESSAMP, as far as the current stays beneath the threshold for short circuits KUSAMP) the cur-
rent continues to flow in the amount provided by the output of the MX10 (according to “OVC threshold”). 
The MX10’s track output therefore has to wait until its own turn-off. Therefore the value “OVC turn-off time” 
has to be set considerably higher than the overcurrent turn-off times UESLAZT and UESSAZT in the 
StEin, so the StEin output turns off faster and the rest of the layout is not affected. 

Note to the C A B L I N G  O F  T H E  T R A C K  S E C T I O N S:  
                                           see chapter 8 track section! 

H    Halt 
UH interm. level 
U    Ultra slow 
LU  interm. Level 
L    sLow 
FL  interm. level 
F    Full speed 
(A Power OFF) 
 

 

  

HLU
 H    Halt

UH  Zwischenstufe
U    Ultralangsam
LU   Zwischenstufe
L     Langsam
FL   Zwischenstufe
F     Volle Fahrt
(A   Spannung AUS)

5

L
i

m
i
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RailCom ist ein Markenzeichen der Lenz Elektronik GmbH

im StEin
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The “StEin Configuration Strategy - EXCEL based parameter sheets  
This sub-chapter gives an overview and does NOT contain all the information needed to 

create a configuration data sheet. Detailed descriptions can be found further along in this 
manual, 

especially in the chapter “Description of the objects ...”. 

The numerous connections for the "StEin’s stationary equipment" (e.g. track sections, 
turnouts, signals, etc.) can be used very flexibly, from N-scale layouts to garden rail-
ways. The StEin modules are adapted by these "Configurations" to the particular cir-
cumstances and operational requirements: every track section, every turnout, etc. is 
treated as single “object”, which is described by a number of parameters (thresholds, 
switching times, etc.). 

The StEin concept focuses on bigger applications, i.e. layouts with 100 or more “ob-
jects”, i.e. about 50 track sections, 40 turnouts and 30 signals. This is why a com-
prehensive representation (on display or paper) and a rational workability of 
the configuration is very important. 
Therefore, configuration sheets are used instead of input masks, although the lat-
ter would be easier to start with. Nevertheless, the control and interlocking software 
can access the configuration via included means (masks, ...). 
Tho create and edit the configuration sheets, a “table handling program” like EXCEL 
(usually installed on a computer) is needed instead of a special support program. EX-
CEL on itself has all functions needed when working with tables: Copy and move lines 
and blocks, search and replace, insert and delete, highlight with different colors, ver-
sion control and (last but not least) comprehensive printing options, for example on 
large paper formats with automatic zoom, so all rows fit on one page, etc.  
A configuration sheet, called “Parameter sheet” is created offline on a computer, 
exported to a flash drive and loaded into the StEin (or by automatic file transfer to 
all StEins simultaneously). If parameters are changed during operation (e.g. by the 
interlocking program), the (new) configuration can be loaded from the StEin back in-
to the computer as excel-sheet (form, overview, and other changes, etc.). 
IMPORTANT NOTE: Creating a parameter-sheet from scratch is NOT RECOMMENDED 
for first-time users, due to the fact that the parameters seem confusing at the begin-
ning and may easily lead to errors. For this reason there are configuration exam-
ples: prepared configurations (which can be used as they are or as templates) or ex-
isting layout configurations (like the example in this instruction manual). Adapting 
parameters and/or deleting and adding objects relatively easy helps creating the first 
configuration on your own. 

The following instruction nevertheless starts with empty excel sheets to demonstrate 
the logical structure. 
 

 
 
A “parameter sheet” (a small extract) may look like the following: 

 

 

 

 

Extract of a parameter sheet (some of the first and last rows, other rows are not shown): object lines 
for turnouts, therefore all with object class (parameter OBJKL) “WEI” with different motors (parameter 
ANTRART), further parameters like SCHIMZT (switching impulse time), AUANTR (connection point on 
the StEin); the first two rows are optional (i.e. fill them only if the sheet is used for more than one 

StEin); this screenshot is an illustration and does not contain useful values. 

This organization is referred to as "object-oriented" (rather than "address-oriented") be-
cause there is one object line (one record) for each object (track, switch, etc.), not for 
every connection on the module (address). The object and its connection point(s) are 
linked by parameters in the object line (e.g. track output numbers or pins for the turnout 
drive).  

. 
NOTE on how to write parameters: Only the first word (the first  
Number) is analyzed; the rest is for comprehension purposes only.  
For example: “200 ms” as content in a cell is analyzed as “200”; in this case, the 
measuring unit of the parameter is actually ms (milliseconds), but you could also write 
“msec” or nothing at all; the measuring unit is always ms.  

In practice, when the same parameter is valid for many objects, object types are used, 
which serve as templates for the actual objects,  

like a line object class WEITYP (in the row WEITYP the self-selected name of the turnout 
type is entered) serves as template  
for lines of the object class WEI, i.e. the actual turnouts, in whichs row WEITYP the name 
of the turnout type is written. The same is valid for 
a line GATYP as template for the lines GA, i.e. the actual track sections, etc. 

Naturally, on a layout more than one turnout types (for example) are needed: therefore, more 
than one WEITYP-lines are available, which serve as templates for different “actual” turnouts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Extract of a parameter sheet (the first 12 rows of about 30): first, the object types for turnouts and track 
sections are defined (lines with object class WEITYP or GATYP) and further down the actual objects which 
correspond to the templates (lines with object class WEI or GA). The parameters which shall be adopted 
from the template are marked with “, while the parameters different to the template are filled with the 

desired values.  
The APU-cells of the TYP-cells are empty, because there are no connection points for templates. The order 
(all TYP cells and corresponding objects one after the other or all TYP-cells in one block) does not matter, 
but for reasons of clarity it should be consistent.   

See chapter “Description of the objects...”. 

An alternate method to use the StEin modules are the prepared configurations al-
ready loaded into the StEin at delivery. Those enable the use WITHOUT creating and load-
ing parameter sheets; in most cases, this will only be the first step; the transition to the 
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first self-created parameter sheet is nevertheless possible by reading out and importing 
(into an excel-sheet) parts of a prepared configuration. 
A prepared configuration usually consists of one line of the object class object type, for 
example the object class GATYP with the name “GA-FE-HHK” and many lines for the ob-
jects of this object type, i.e. objects of the type GA with the same name as the corre-
sponding object type, with an “ in the parameter fields that shall be taken over from the 
type-line. 
With the “five buttons” on the Stein you can select or activate (i.e. load into the RAM of 
the StEin) one or more prepared configurations (as far as they do not contradict but com-
plement each other) from the list of prepared configurations existing within the StEin. 

See chapter “Prepared configurations...”!  
There you can also find the existing prepared configurations, but you might find more 
current information on the website www.zimo.at (System / Stationary Equipment mod-
ule). 

The prepared configurations are available for download at www.zimo.at and there-
fore can be copied into your own parameter sheet - for more than one module this is 
easier than using the selection per buttons. 

A parameter sheet can be created for all StEin modules (or at least more than one) 
of a layout; you don’t have to load the same parameter sheet to all modules, because 
the file transfer between the StEins starts automatically after plugging in the flash drive 
with the sheet for all StEins into one of the StEins and starting the upload. 

 

 

 

This is an example of a parameter sheet that contains object lines for multiple StEin modules. The 
row MODULNR contains the number of the modules (those are the numbers shown on the StEin’s 

two-digit display at normal operation), where the lines shall be active. 
The row NAME contains freely eligible denominations, they do not have any effect.   

For further information see chapter „Configuration Example (ZIMO N-Scale Show 
Layout)“, where the parameter sheet with the filled row “MODULNR” represents a 

good example. 

 

Future project (currently - 2020):  
a useful help for organisation - systemwide object numbers”, e.g. GASYNR, 
WEISYNR, etc. in the object lines of the track sections, turnouts, etc.: 
The user gives numbers to track sections, turnouts, signals, etc. (each object class sepa-
rately!) of the whole layout. Using these numbers, the interlocking program (if it works 
well with the StEin software) will then be able to access these objects regardless of 
which StEin module (or type of StEin module) an object is actually connected to. 

In case the module was sent in for repair, a reconfiguration will not be necessary, and it 
is even possible to design a layout without the exact knowledge of the modules to be 
used (i.e. which types will be available at the start of construction). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"System-wide object numbers" are assigned to these objects (track sections). The object line for the 
GATYP has no object number; it applies automatically throughout the system (in future...). 

Plausibility control within the module (mostly planned for future software versions) for 
the configuration when loading into the StEins. 

 
In sum, there are the following “development history” and  
“Ways” for configurations between computer and StEin(s): 

Create or edit parameter sheets on the computer and load it into the StEin(s)   >>> 
                                 >>>    operable binary configuration in the StEin (in StEins) 

Select/activate prepared configurations using the “five buttons” on the StEin   >>>   
                                >>>    operable binary configuration in the StEin (in StEins) 

Edit binary configuration within the StEin(s) during operation  
                                                by modifying parameters in real time               >>> 
                                 >>>    new binary configuration in the StEin (in StEins) 

(New) binary configuration of the StEin(s), 
                                                 originated from prepared configurations (see above) 
                                                 or by modifying in real time (see above),  
                                                 reading and importing to EXCEL-sheet            >>> 
                                >>>    new parameter sheet to edit on the computer 

CHAPTER REGARDING EXPORTING FROM EXCEL    
WILL BE ADDED LATER 

separators, and ; are allowed 
 

 

http://www.zimo.at/
http://www.zimo.at/
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T h e  “S t E i n”  D a t a  m o d e l 
Non-volatile  

memory 

Active  
configuration in 

binary code 

Program memory 

Current software  
in the  

microcontroller  
of the  

StEin module 

XILINX Chip 

(programmable 
logic) 

Modifications of 
parameters  

using the StEin’s 
buttons and dis-

play 

Modifications of  
parameters using  

a computer  
(with interlocking  

programs) or  
input device. 

Software Update 

Code letter when loading: “b” 

StEin’s  
USB socket 

or via  
CAN bus 

.bin file 
(StEin Software) 

.svf file 
(XILINX Data) 

StEin’s  
USB socket 

or via  
CAN bus 

Code letter when loading: “u” 

The clear text  
configuration is  

converted to a bina-
ry format so it can 
be used in opera-

tion. 

If the binary  
configuration gets 

modified, a new  
clear text  

configuration  
(Paramenter sheet) 
will also be created. 

Active  
configuration in 

clear text, 
that is the 

ready  
parameter sheet 

or the 
parameter sheet 

made from  
prepared  con-

figurations 
or the 

newly modified 
parameter sheet 

Prepared  
configurations, 

pre-recorded 
object lines, 

i.e. choose from 
several groups of  
8 track sections 

each. 

StEin’s  
USB socket 

or via  
CAN bus 

StEin’s  
USB socket 

or via  
CAN bus 

StEin’s  
USB socket 

or via  
CAN bus 

StEin’s  
USB socket 

or via  
CAN bus 

StEin’s  
USB socket 

or via  
CAN bus 

Code letter when loading “c” 

Code letter when loading: “F” 

Code letter when loading: “s” 

.cfg file 
(Parameter sheet) 

.cfe file 
(Err.Param-sheet) 

.cfm file 
(Mod.Param-sheet) 

.cff file 
(Pre-finished conf) 

.snd file 
(Sound samples) 

Selection of  
prepared blocks of 
configurations us-
ing the buttons and 

display on the 
StEin. 

together with  
software update 

Loading the Configurations into the StEin: 
The list of the object lines for the StEin 
Module is called parameter sheet. This 
sheet is created with the program Excel. 
Exporting from Excel creates a .cfg file, 
which can then be uploaded to the StEin. 
 

Configuration data output by the StEin: 
Err.Param-sheet: Details about incorrect in-
formation in the parameter sheet, in the 
same format and layout. 
Mod.Param-sheet: The parameters of the 
original sheet can be edited using local in-
puts on the StEin or via interlocking pro-
grams. From that, a new parameter sheet 
will be created for possible further editing. 
 
 
Prepared configurations as alternative: 
For a quick start-up or a permanent solution 
for smaller applications, select groups of 
object lines (i.e. 8 turnouts) that are already 
in the software at the time of delivery (but 
can be exchanged later with .cff files). 
The so composed object lines can also be 
converted to a Mod.Param-sheet and read-
out for external editing (see above). 
 
 
Loading Sound: 
Sound projects are created and loaded simi-
larly to sound decoders. 
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2. Self update and loading config, sound and other data  

Of course, the software of the "StEin" module (like any ZIMO product) can be updated, 
that is, new software versions can be installed as soon as they are available.  
In addition to the software, there is a number of other data that must be loaded in the 
form of files and sometimes also be read out: data for XILINX, configuration, sound. 
Basically, all downloads are done either from the USB drive or (in a later software 
stage) directly from the computer via the LAN port of the MX10. 
 
 

 

  

Usually, many StEin modules are used on a layout, and therefore the updating procedure (and al-
so loading new configuration) would be very complicated if it had to be done for every module 
separately. 

Therefore, the StEin concept offers to load all modules on one layout simultaneously (new 
software or configuration), in connecting the flash drive on one module (of your choice), which 

then distributes the data to all other modules. 
 
 
CONTROLLED PERFORMANCE (w. “next”-buttons in the procedure): 

Starting point: Start in the normal state = Module number shown in the display, i.e.:  49 
Plugging in the USB-Stick                                                         for example        .  
       This means: the first sign (in this case “3”) = the number of files for the StEin  
       on the drive; the second sign (in this case “b”) = the type of the first file. 
       the  .  (Dot) shows the possibility to load (with button 3 or 4) and is blinking during the process 
       “b” means that the file about to be loaded is a .bin file, which is a new software, 
       “c”                                                 ….  is a .cfg file, which is a new configuration, 
       „n“                                                 ….  is a .snd file, which are new sound samples,  
 
   Button-3      Loading, in the case of “3b“ a .bin file, which is a Software update of ONE module    
                         (or:       Button-1      Skip this file, change to the next one, cyclically) 
                      Advance to the next file on the flash drive with a new file number      
   or 
   BUTTON-4     Loading the file (as above) but INTO ALL MODULES,  

             ONLY after finished loading IN ALL MODULES                                 e.g.  
                        i.e. number of modules in which the loading procedure was successful 

BUTTON-4     Next (= Accepted the completion of the loading procedure)                      

     Ready to load the next file (displayed as above), e.g.   . 
   BUTTON-3    Loads the file, in this case a .cfg file, which is a configuration  

                         (or:                        Button-1      Skip this file)      or 
   BUTTON-4     Loading a file (as above) but INTO ALL MODULES,  

             ONLY after finished loading IN ALL MODULES                                 e.g.  
                       i.e. number of modules in which the loading procedure was successful 

BUTTON-4     Next (= Accepted the completion of the loading procedure)     

     Ready to load the next file (displayed as above), e.g.   . 
   Button-3     Loading the file, in this case a .snd file, which is a sound sample  
                         (or:                        Button-1      Skip this file)      or 
   BUTTON-4     Loading the file (as above) but INTO ALL MODULES,  

             ONLY after finished loading IN ALL MODULES                                 e.g.  
                       i.e. number of modules in which the loading procedure was successful 

BUTTON-4     Next (= Accepted the completion of the loading procedure)   

End of the updating and loading procedure:  

 Transmiss. and loading of ONE module successFul     flashing, transmission ERROR 
  (this can appear on an individually loaded module or one of the modules the flash drive is not plugged into) 
in this case 3 files (software, configuration, sound) as described in the example 
or 
 Transmiss. and loading of ALL modules successFul     flashing, transmission ERROR 
           (this can only appear if two or modules are loaded at the same time, and only on the module, the 
flash drive is plugged in) in this case 3 files (software, configuration, sound) as described in the example 
Any button      back to normal operation, i.e. display of module number (valid on the AF-module for all). 

FAST PERFORMANCE (with 1 button only): 

Plugging in the flash drive                                                         for example       
       this means: the first sign (in this case “4”) = the number of files for the StEin on  
       the drive; the second sign (in this case “u”) = the type of the first file.  
       “u” means that the file about to be loaded is a .svf file (XILINX data) 
       “b” etc. - as with the controlled performance (see above)  
 
   Button-3 PRESS AND HOLD        The complete updating and loading procedure in ONE mod-

ule runs without interruptions, i.e. the “Next”-button “3” does not have to be pressed  
   or 
   BUTTON-4 PRESS AND HOLD    The complete updating and loading procedure in ALL mod-

ules runs without interruption, i.e. the “Next” button 4 does not have to be pressed  
Display at the end of the updating and loading procedure (like in controlled performance; see above). 

OUTPUT THE ACTIVE CONFIGURATION on USB stick: 
PUSH-BUTTON-5 PUSH LONG PUSH The currently active configuration (consisting of activated pre-
pared configurations and self-imported parameter sheet) is saved as .cfm file on the USB stick just in-
serted; from there it can be imported into an Excel sheet.   

A USB drive (in the root directory) may contain one or more (or all 5) file types, 
but only one file of each type may be on the flash drive!   
  Typ:               .bin-file        .svf-file          .cfg-file         .cff-file           .snd-file 
   Code letter:        „b“                      „u“                    „c“                    „F“                      „n“ 
   Content:              new software    XILINX-Data    Configuration   Finished config.    Sound files 
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*) shows current value 

3. The “button-procedures” for “manual operation” 
Although the “StEin” is usually not controlled manually (by using the buttons on the unit), 
it may be helpful in certain situations: 
- using it the first time (the “StEin” is ready for use as it comes with a “prepared con-

figuration” activated at time of delivery - see next chapter), turnouts connected to the 
StEin can be tested, as well as track sections set to H - L - U - etc. while observing 
the effect on locomotives, even without a cab or a computer. 

- troubleshooting: signals can be controlled locally to ensure that the LEDs are wired 
correctly or turnouts can be observed for proper operation. 

- a short circuit on a track section can be cancelled locally and power restored. 

Pressing and holding one of the 5 buttons on the StEin starts a procedure:  
Button-1 press/hold    P - Procedures (track sections HLU, occupancy thresholds, 

module address)  
Button-2 press/hold  F- - Procedures (Restore after a short circuit/overcurrent) 
Button--3press/hold    A - Procedures (Activation of prepared configurations) 

Button-4 press/hold    L - Procedures (Turnout switching)  
Button-5 press/hold    E - Procedures (Single LEDs on signal PCBs) 

Track sections setup procedures:  
There are a number of “handling and adjusting procedures”: P1, P2, P3,…. 
First, use button-1 to select which procedure to execute: 

Start with the module in its normal operating state (Address displayed), i.e.:    49 
 Press and hold Button-1         (Button-1    P for “Procedure”)                 P.1    
Hold or press button-1 several times        P. 2 . ,   P. 3 . ,  P. 4 . , …  
Once the desired procedure number is reached:  Wait for 1 sec    dots disappear, i.e.:.   P 3   
  continue with button-2 and -3    for individual control of the chosen procedure 
                                                           (Meaning of buttons depends on procedure), for example: 
        Confirming a selection and executing a procedure or entering parameters; see below 

   or button-1  abort (i.e. after erroneous start); back to module number display, i.e.:   49 
Timeout if no confirmation (i.e. Procedure selected but no further button pressed):    3 sec 
Timeout if no action taken (Procedure selected, track output selected, but nothing more): 10 sec   
Timeout if not continued (Procedure selected, an action executed - then, for example,   
      a track section set to the desired HLU value, but nothing after that):    30 sec 

If a procedure is aborted by a timeout, the module number is displayed again, e.g.:  49 

Shortcut to configure the  Module number (instead of pressing buttons until P 8 ); 
Press/hold Button1 and as soon as P.1  is displayed, additionally (to holding Button 1)press 
Button 5. 

Procedures P 1   to P B in detail: 

P  1 :   Confirm with Button-2   ALL  track section outputs are set  to „F“  (Drive):    _ F 
                                                    all track section HLU-LED’s turn green, after 3 sec: Display changes to 49 
P 2 :  Confirm with Button-2   ALL  track section outputs set auf „H“ (Halt).     _ H 
                                                      all track section HLU-LED’s turn red, after 1 sec: Display changes to 49 
P 3 :  Confirm with Button-2    Occupancy threshold for  ALL  track section outputs are               b 
               set to „dry“ (threshold as per configuration), after 3 sec: display changes to 49 
P 4 :  Confirm with Button-2    Occupancy threshold for  ALL track section outputs are-               d 
               set to “moist”  (Threshold as per configuration), after 3 sec: Display changes to  49   
P 5 :  Confirm with Button-2    Occupancy threshold for  ALL track section outputs are                h  
               set to “wet” (threshold as per configuration), after 3 sec display changes to 49 

P 6 :   Select a track section with Button-2: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 0, (cycl.) 1, 2…                 e.g.:  4 U .*) 
               Select the HLU state with Button-3:   A, H, U., U, L., L, F., F, (cycl.) A, H, … e.g.  4 L 
                                        Selects the HLU-State for a SINGLE  track section.  

NOTE - select track section “0” (which does not exist), 
         to exit a procedure without taking further action; this is done with button-1.  
PLEASE NOTE: the difference between the HLU states “U.“ and “U“  or “L.“ and “L“: 
         the “.“ (dot) means half a step lower, that is: “U.“ = “HU“,  “L.“ = “UL“,  “F.“ = “LF“ 

               Confirm with Button-1     (Won’t abort in this case) 
                                                             Applies the selected setting to the track section 
                                                          corresponding HLU-LED for the track section changes. 
               Again Button-1 (without button-2, -3 etc. beforehand)     Ends procedure, address returns:   49 
  P 7 :  Select a track section with Button-2:  1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 0, (cycl.) 1, 2, …      e.g.:  3d  

               Select the occupancy threshold with Button-3:  b, d, h, (cycl.) b, d, h…                     e.g.:  3b 
                          Selects the Occupancy Threshold for a SINGLE track section.  

NOTE - select track section “0” (which does not exist), 
         to exit a procedure without taking further action; this is done with button-1. 

               Confirmation with Button-1    (Won’t abort in this case) 
                                                               Applies the selected setting to the track section 
                                                         , corresponding occupancy-LED for the track section flashes 
               Again Button-1 (without button-2, -3 etc. beforehand)     Ends procedure, address returns: 49 
  P 8 :  With Button-2 or Button-3    Decrease / Increase the  MODULE NUMBER   

                Confirm with Button-1    Stores the new module address, procedure ends    i.e.:  27 

  P 9 : Select a track section with Button-2:  1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 0, (cycl.) 1, 2,  ..    e.g.:  6 _ 
               Starts the measurement with Button-3    AUTOMATIC OCCUPANCY       6 _ (flickers) 
                   THRESHOLD detection, taking into account the idle current      
                   On the output (e.g. by accessories).              

                Confirmation message when measurement is completed (after 1 to 2 sec)        6 _ 

  P A : Automatic offset adjustment for all track sections.  
  P B : Display of the software version on the display   
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How to restore power after a short circuit/overcurrent: 
Start with the module in its normal operating state (Address displayed), i.e.:  49 

Press and hold button-2    (Button-2     F for “Driving again”                                     A.5.  
  the display automatically shows the number of the section   
    while its corresponding LED flashes BLUE & YELLOW  
    (or – if several – the first affected section of the module). 

   Confirm by briefly pressing Button-2     Restores power to the track section:       E.5 
                                                           after 3 sec automatically 49 

If several track sections are affected by an overcurrent or short circuit: 
Button-3    continues to the next shorted section, i.e. 2 x Button 3  A. 7 
              As above …, Button-2     Restores power to the track section    E. 7 
                             after 3 sec automatically 49 
or Button-1    Abort back to module number      e.g.  49 

So normally:  that is, whenever a short circuit/overcurrent happens on one track section:  
         to restore power to the track section: 2 clicks on Button-2: 1 x long (> 1 sec) and 1 x short. 

Button procedure to switch turnouts: 
 Start with the module in its normal operating state (Address displayed), i.e.:   49 

Press and hold button 4                                               L.   1.  
Hold button-4 or press repeatedly            L. 2 . ,   L. 3 . ,  L. 4 . , …  
Once the desired procedure number is reached:  Wait for 1 sec            dots disappear, i.e. L 3   
  Button-5    Operates the turnout, the switching position is indicated as   L 3. or  L.3 
 Button-5    pressed together with button-3  starts or ends “cleaning cycle” 
                                                            (= automatically toggles the turnout to clean its contacts) 
    Similar to external operation: the switching is made visible with the “5-LEDs group”. 

Note: The representation with 2 dots is not really required (but retains a similarity to other proce-
dures), therefore: Turnout operation with Button-5 should work even if the two dots are still visible (so 
there is no difference between "L.3." and "L 3"). 

Press Button-4 once or repeatedly    moves (forward) to another turnout, e.g.    L. 5. 
Press Button-3 once or repeatedly    moves (backwards) to another turnout, e.g.    L. 2. 

                                                                           Wait for 1 sec            dots disappear, i.e.     L 2 

   The newly selected turnout can be tested with Button-5… 

Timeout if not confirmed (Turnout selected, but no other button pressed): 10 sec   
Timeout if not continued (Procedure selected, an action executed -  
                                i.e. the turnout was operated at least once but nothing after that):               30 sec 

                                                                                    Abort back to module number           i.e.:   49 

or briefly press Button-1    Abort (i.e. after erroneous start); back to module number           i.e.: 49 

How to operate single LED’s on signal boards: 
 Start with the module in its normal operating state (Address displayed), i.e.:   49 

Press and hold button 5                                    E.   1. 
Hold Button-5 or press repeatedly            E. 2 . ,   E. 3 . ,  E. 4 . , …  
As soon as the desired signal PCB is reached:  Wait for 1 sec            dots disappear, i.e. E 4 

Select the signal board output with Button-4:   1, 2, 3, 4…                    i.e.:             1 3.  
                                                (the selected LED output is number 6 on the signal PCB 4) 
continue with Button-3    Turns LED output ON/OFF and is displayed as             1 3.              
                                                                     or.    1 3 

      Button-1 shortly   Abort back to module number      e.g:  49 
 
 
How to activate prepared configurations: 
 Start with the module in its normal operating state (address displayed), i.e.:  49 

Press/Hold Button-3                                                                A.  1. 
Press/hold Button 3 or press several times            A. 2 . ,   A. 3 . ,  A. 4 . , …  
Like this, “collections” of up to 100 prepared configurations are selected, of which 
there will be up to 9. This option shall only be used in special cases. In 
most cases there is only one collection; therefore stay with A.1., wait for 1 sec 

                                                                                                          dots disappear             A   i 
Button-5     Setting of the number of the prepared configuration to be activated 
             (according to the list of prepared configurations, e.g.: 1 for “NNK”, 2 for “LLK”,   

             usually 8 track sections, 8 turnouts or others, each)                     e.g.  2 7.  
        In case the number of the last prepared configuration is reached, or none at all)    0.0.          
Continue with Button-4    loading & activating the selected prepared configuration        A.A                                                   
if desired, again: 
Button-5     Setting the number of the prepared configuration to be activated. 
             i.e. turnouts ADDITIONALLY to the previously selected track sections, 
             but not again 8 track sections (this would not be an addition),  

             the previously selected would be overwritten.     e.g. 3 6.  
Continue with Button-4    loading & activating the selected prepared configuration        A.A                                                   
 
Can be repeated as often as you wish ... (useful for as many prepared configurations you have)  
        Button-1 shortly    Abort back to module number       e.g.:     49 
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Touch the list to switch 
between the half or  
full screen display 

4. Monitoring and operating with the MX32 
  
 

The StEin LIST in the MX32   
           Monitoring and operating stationary equipment  
                  connected to the StEin modules. 

The StEin LIST can be reached from the operating states  LOCO  or  SWI with: 
E-key + 8          StEin LIST  

In the StEin LIST, all existing StEin modules in the system are arranged according to module num-
bers and represented by one line each; Thus, depending on the presentation (half or full screen), 
fewer or more modules are visible at the same time. Touching the screen anywhere in the list toggles 
between half or full screen. 

 Briefly press the (Shift) - Key        Switches the module line display between track sections, 
switches, signals or inputs. The respective items displayed can be operated with the number keys. 

GA - Track sections: for each of the 8 connections the following is displayed:  
- the current HLU state (dot in color gradation, like the red-green LED on the module itself),  
- the occupancy state (yellow dot, like the yellow occupancy LED on the module),  
- Overcurrent and short circuit conditions (blue dot, like the blue LED on the module). 
The display logic of the colored dots in the list is similar to the LEDs next to the screw terminals of 
the track connections, although not identical for practical reasons.   
The HLU states can be controlled by the MX32: 
- press corresponding numeric key   set it one step higher (i.e. HUH, HUU, etc.), 
- press and hold the corresponding number key   displays list of HLU states,  
                                                                             Select a state by the corresponding number key. 
Restarting a track section after a short circuit with the corresponding number key!  

WE – Turnouts or individual outputs: for each of the 8 turnout outputs (2 pins each) is displayed: 
- the current turnout setting by means of an arrow, which, according to the feedback, is either filled-

in or empty; it flashes until the desired end position is reached (with motorized turnouts) or in the 
event of a malfunction. 
The turnouts can be operated from the controller: 
- press the corresponding number key   Switches the turnout back and forth. 

IN - Switch inputs: for each of the 16 switch inputs  
- the current state (green dot means: ON). 

 

 (Shift)  (LONG)    Software of ALL StEin modules is shown in the list; 
                                (to get a rough idea) 
 
                        
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 E-key 

 8-key 
 
so E+8 
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5.  The 8 Track Sections, Overcurrent and Shorts 
Each of the 8 insulated track sections is connected to one of the “P” output pins; the “N” 
rail usually is continuous; the “N” pins on the StEin are 
internally connected in parallel; it is therefore irrelevant whether only one of them is used 
or all. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

There are 3 control-LED’s for each track output, next to the “P” terminal: 

- Top: the red-green HLU-LED: indicates the current HLU setting of the track section 
using a color scale from red (“H”) to green (“F”) or red flashing (for “A”). 

- Middle: the blue overcurrent and short circuit-LED: to monitor overcurrent and 
short circuit situations; detailed description see following pages; the meaning 
generally is the same.  
steady blue light: track section is currently switched off; either waiting for the 

next automatic reset, or finally (after reaching the maximum number of reset 
attempts), for a manual reset. 

flickering blue (about 10 kHz) in combination with steady light: track section 
was automatically switched on again, but overcurrent is still present; therefore, 
it will be shut down again shortly; typical picture resulting from this: alternat-
ing flickering and steady light. 

 flickering blue (about 10 Hz or slower) without coninuous lighting: immediate 
switch-off due to short circuit and test-based restart: final shut-down after 25 cy-
cles. 

- Bottom: the yellow occupancy and RailCom LED: in addition to occupancy de-
tection, received RailCom messages are made visible by brief LED flickers; this 
indicates how often loco addresses are queried in a track section through DCC 
commands. 
Special case - yellow flashing (approx. 1, 2, 5 Hz): After a final shut-down 

due to overcurrent or short circuit (i.e. blue LED steady) the yellow LED indi-
cates the reason for the shut-down (overcurrent-slow, overcurrent-fast, or 
short circuit) 

 

Note to the C A B L I N G  O F  T H E  T R A C K  S E C T I O N S:  
Due to missing practical experience 

N O T  F I N A L  T E X T 

The cable routing from track outputs to track sections sometimes presents some prob-
lems: Parallel wired cables can provoke capacitive or inductive crosstalk, namely con-
cerning data in forward direction (DCC signal, HLU information) as well as feedback 
(RailCom, loco number impulses).  

The basic principle: the track sections are built with insulations on the “P”-rail; the 
“N”-rail is continuous throughout the whole layout. Nevertheless, crosstalk or similar 
problems can occur, concerning the DCC packets (driving instructions) as well as feedback 
from the trains (RailCom). 
The most effective way to avoid said problems would be to insulate the track sections 
on both rails and connect them drilled separately. In many cases this constitutes unnec-
essary effort. Furthermore, this gives rise to another potential problem: if the insulation 
between the N-outputs of two modules are connected via locos or trains, the current 
path changes.  This is not the case if the whole layout has one continuous N-rail. 

C U R R E N T  recommendation: 
NO separations on the N-rail throughout the whole layout, but  
connect the N outputs of the corresponding StEin to the N-rail in the “geographical ar-
ea” of the insulated P-rail of the corresponding module. 
The P outputs naturally have to be connected to the track sections. 
To enable this, the track sections connected to the P outputs of a module have to be 
geographically in each other’s vicinity (tracks of a station, ...); sections further away 
should, nonetheless, not be a problem.  
This way, the P currents which “look for” the smallest possible resistance, flow back into the 
module they are connected to, but the N rails of the modules can “help each other out” if 
needed.   Do NOT use the N output on the MX10, although this was possible with MX9 (but 
the MX9 was NOT similar to a booster as is the StEin). 
Good to know: Each StEin possesses only one N output (not 4 as suggested by the arrange-
ment of the connectors: the 4 pins in the middle are connected in parallel to a single half 
bridge. This N half bridge is protected against short circuits at about 11 A, what means, it 
shuts-off earlier than the sum of the P sections (up to 8 x 8 A). Here, the possibility to “help 
each other out” is useful (all N outputs of all modules are synchronous); but with impractical 
cabling it can lead to one module taking over too big a part.  
  

Preliminary photo; the illustrated  
display pattern is not possible under 
normal operating conditions. 

P   N   P P   N   PP   N   P P   N   P P   N   PP   N   P
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The overcurrent and short circuit handling of the StEin track sections 
The 8 track section-outputs of the StEin can take on different states individually, which are repre-
sented by the LEDs next to the clamps, and are also sent to controllers and computer (interlocking 
program), to see the states and be able to take actions (e.g. restart). 
See next page for a graphic of the display of track output states on the StEin itself. 
The displays on controller and interlocking program are similar, but not completely identical and syn-
chronous, because the data traffic shall not overload CAN bus and radio. 
1. As long as there is no overcurrent or short circuit, one of two states is valid, 

which is reported to the outside (e.g. an interlocking program): 
Normal operation-free (whereby one of the HLU steps H, UH, U, LU, L, FL, F, A is set) or 
Normal operation-occupied (whereby one of the HLU steps H, UH, U, LU, L, FL, F, A is set). 

2. Overcurrent - slow (threshold UESLAMP) or overcurrent - fast (UESSAMP): this is 
NO short circuit, therefore NO immediate shutdown, but switch-off after defined switch-off time, af-
terwards automatic restart according to parameter UESLAZT, UESLEZT, etc. 

Track section states (the module reports) in this situation:    
UES temporarily, i.e. UESL is detected and therefore switched on and off periodically, or 
UES temporarily, i.e. UESS is detected and therefore switched on and off periodically.  

LEDs on the StEin output: blue LED flickers (=flashed rapidly), yellow LED (occupancy) does not 
change. 

3. The track section is turned off once the shutdown period has elapsed (parameters UESLAZT or 
UESSAZT) and a reset is awaited (after the reset-time has elapsed, that is the parameter UESLEZT 
or UESSEZT).  

Track section states in this situation as above (report is the same), therefore still: 
UESL-temporarily, ... or 
UESS-temporarily, ...  

LEDs on the StEin output: blue LED steady light, yellow LED (occupancy) does not change.  
4. After the reset-time has elapsed (UESLEZT or UESSEZT), power to the track section is restored and - 

in case overcurrent is still present - again (as above) the shutdown is awaited after the switch-off time 
has ended (i.e. parameter UESLAZT or UESSAZT):  

Track section states in this situation as above (report is the same), therefore still: 
UESL-temporarily, ... or 
UESS-temporarily, ...  

LEDs on the StEin output: Blue LED flickers), yellow LED (occupancy) does not change (like in 3.) 
5. Depending on the number of reset attempts (parameters UESLEAZ or UESSEAZ), the above pro-

cess is repeated: 
Track section states in this situation as above (report is the same), therefore still: 
UESL-temporarily, ... or 
UESS-temporarily, ...  

LEDs on the StEin output: blue LED flickers, combined with  steady light)yellow LED does not change.  
6. After the last power turn-off (when the power will not be restored again because  

the number according to UESSEZT or UESLEZT was reached):  
Track section states now: 
UESL switched off, because UESL requirement was still present after all restarts, or  
UESS switched off, because UESS requirement was still present after all restarts.  

LEDs on the StEin output: blue LED steady light, yellow LED flashes 1 Hz (UESL) or 2 Hz (UESS).  
7. If a track section (from state UESL or UESS) is restarted manually, which can be done from the but-

tons on the StEin, the controller or the interlocking program, the section enters normal operation, ex-
cept when an overcurrent or short circuit is detected again immediately; in the latter: procedure as 
described above.  

1.  

2. Short circuit (threshold KUSAMP):  
this is a “real” short circuit, in which case an immediate shut-down is essential, due to jeopardizing vehi-
cles and track material (and if set to 8A also the module itself is in danger); therefore, there is NO adjust-
able turn-off time; the number of restart attempts is also fixed, namely 50 (in the current software); there 
is only an adjustable restart time (parameter KUSEZT), independently, first 10 fast restart attempts are 
done (intervals of 100 ms each for small frog contacts, etc.) and then the further ones after the intervals 
set in KUSEZT, whereby the restart attempts decrease, because the intervals enlarge bit by bit, at the 
last 50 attempts to approximately the 3-fold value. The value in KUSEZT also results in the time until the 
final shutdown; e.g. with a typical value of KUSEZT = 1000 ms, the final shutdown time is about 2½ min. 

Track section states (the module reports) during these 25 restart attempts: 
KS temporarily occupied, i.e. short circuit was detected at every restart attempt. 

LEDs on the StEin output: Blue LED flickers in coordination with the restart attempts),   
                                                 yellow LED (occupancy) steady light does not change. 
After 50 failed restart attempts, whereafter there is no automatic restart; i.e. after the final shutdown: 

Track section states (the module reports) during these 25 restart attempts: 
KS turned-off display status occupied, after all restart attempts have failed. 
  Note: the term “display status occupied” (instead of “occupied”) means that “occupied” is only  
   presumed, but due to lack of power in the section cannot be verified. 

LEDs on the StEin output: Blue LED steady light yellow LED flashes 5 Hz.  
8. If a track section (from state KS turned-off) is restarted manually, which can be done from the buttons 

on the StEin, the controller or the interlocking program, the section enters normal operation, except 
when overcurrent or short circuit is detected again immediately; in the latter: procedure as described 
above. 

NOTE (NOT relevant for normal operation) to possible track section states which are NOT explained 
above, but could be:  

Running voltage off-display state free Track section is completely powerless (but NOT HLU step A, 
where there are no impulses for occupancy detection); only in special situations like missing synchronization. 

   detectable on the StEin output: turned-off or anomalous HLU-LED 
Running voltage off-display state occupied  Track section is completely powerless (but NOT HLU step A, 
where there are no impulses for occupancy detection); only in special situations like missing synchronization. 

   detectable on the StEin output: turned-off or anomalous HLU-LED 
UESL turned-off display state free, 
UESS turned-off display state free, 
Short circuit turned-off display state free: practically no or small difference to the actual state 
“xxx turned-off display state occupied”; nonetheless could be practical because of interlocking logic.  
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  The light sequences of the blue LED 
shown here in overcurrent situations 
(i.e. alternately flickering or lit solid) 
can only happen if the shutdown times 
are relatively large (from @ 500 ms), 
otherwise a solidly lit LED with very 
brief interruptions is more likely. 

Blue LED 

Yellow LED  

Blue LED 

According to the configuration settings (shutdown times, reset times), overcurrents or short circuits are indicated by the blue LED in 
particular phases of track power off (= blue LED ON) and reset attempts (= blue LED flickers).  

Overcurrent threshold UESLAMP 
- “long” overcurrent threshold is  
exceeded. 
Blue LED flickers at 10 Hz.  

Power is restored after UES-
LEZT expires (long reset time, 
i.e. 2 sec.) 
Blue LED flickers again.  

According to UESLEAZ (quantity i.e. 5), 
several resets are attempted.  
 
Blue LED flickers/lights up alternately.  

Blue LED 

Power turns off after UESLAZT 
expires (“long” overcurrent time, 
i.e. 2 sec.) 
Solid blue LED.  

Power turns off after UESLAZT 
expires (“long” overcurrent time, 
i.e. 2 sec.)  
Solid blue LED.  

Overcurrent conditions (current via UESLAMP, i.e. 
1.5 A) are no longer exceeded. That ends the over-
current sequence, back to normal. 
Blue LED is dark again. 

Temporary overcurrent situation which 
ends "in time", whereby a shutdown is 
not initiated 

IF it leads to a shutdown: 
Blue LED is ON continuously, 
Yellow LED indicates the reason for the 
shutdown by means of the flashing rhythm. 

Power is restored after UES-
LEZT expires (long reset time, 
i.e. 2 sec.) 
Blue LED flickers again.  

According to UESLEAZ (quantity i.e. 5), 
several resets are attempted.  
 
Blue LED flickers/lights up alternately.  

Power is permanently turned off after the last at-
tempted reset (i.e. 5). 
Blue LED is ON, yellow LED flashes at 1 Hz 
(Sign of a “slow overcurrent”).  

Overcurrent threshold UESSAMP - 
“fast” overcurrent threshold (i.e. 2.5A) is 
exceeded. 
Blue LED flickers at 10 Hz.  

Yellow LED  

Power turns off after UESSAZT 
expires (“fast” overcurrent time, 
i.e. 1 sec.)  
Solid blue LED.  

Power is restored after UES-
LEZT expires (“fast” reset time, 
i.e. 1.5 sec.) 
Blue LED flickers again.  

According to UESLEAZ (Quantity i.e. 8), 
several resets are atempted.  
 
Blue LED flickers/lights up alternately.  

Power is permanently turned off after the last at-
tempted reset (i.e.after 8). 
Blue LED is ON, yellow LED flashes at 2 Hz 
(Sign of a “fast overcurrent”).  
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Short circuit threshold KUSAMP (i.e. 4A) is  
exceeded, leads to immediate shutdown. 
5 reset attempts after every 100 msec. 
Blue LED flashes at 10 Hz.(~ 100 msec). 

20 more (fixed number) resets are attempted in in-
tervals according to KUSEZT  
(short circuit reset time, i.e. 200 msec.)  
Blue LED flashes at 5 Hz.(~ 200 msec). 

Power is permanently turned off after the last at-
tempted reset (after 25 – fixed number). 
Blue LED is ON, yellow LED flashes at 5 Hz 
(Sign of a “short circuit”).  

Short circuit threshold KUSAMP (i.e. 4A) is  
exceeded, leads to immediate shutdown. 
5 reset attempts after every 100 msec. 
Blue LED flashes at 10 Hz.(~ 100 msec). 

20 more (fixed number) resets are attempted in inter-
vals according to KUSEZT  
(short circuit reset time, i.e. 200 msec.)  
Blue LED flashes at 5 Hz.(~ 200 msec). 

Short circuit conditions (current above KUSAMP, 
i.e. 4 A) are no longer present. This ends the short 
circuit sequence, power back to normal. 
Blue LED is dark.  

Scale: 1 sec 
 

NOTE: The timelines shown here are  
examples and correspond to finished 
configurations for a typical HO layout. 
The shutdown behavior can be 
changed by editing the parameter sheet 
entries (UESLAZT, UESLEZT, 
UESSAZT etc.) 
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6. Track sections, point detectors, point following com-
mands 

A StEin module provides (inter alia) 8 outputs for track sections and 16 logic level in-
puts. Those inputs are used for point detectors *), which needs to the need of less track 
sections. This results in a technically beneficial and at the same time cost-efficient way 
of layout control: 
*) Point detectors usually are simple contact rails, switching rails, or (reflex-) photoelec-

tric sensors.  
 
 
Track sections for a mere “LZB” (continuous automatic train control) control: 
Division of the track sections for two station-tracks and setting HLU-steps, if a route 

from the entry-signal (left) into the upper station track with stop before the exit sig-
nal, is activated. So the train stops bit by bit, from the middle speed step (L) in a low-
er one (U) until Stop (H).    

 
“LZB” in combination wit “PZB” (intermittent automatic train control): 
Less track sections by subdividing them by photoelectric sensors, more cost efficient 

and more precise stopping points. 
 
The interlocking program ensures that also pushing trains (loco on the rear side) brake 

and stop correctly, by automatically setting the track sections ahead to the corre-
sponding HLU step when detecting the tip of the train. 

 

 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Point detectors (rail contacts, photoelectric sensors, etc.) are assigned to one track sec-
tion each, by entering the connection point of the point detector into the object line of 
the parameter APUGK1 (or APUGK2).  

The purpose of the point detectors is to switch the track section from one HLU step to 
another as soon as a train is detected; for example from L to H, displayed: L/H. 

Point detectors are used for two situations; 

- In “operation type 3” (i.e. operation by computer): On the driveway via HLU point fol-
lowing commands for the track section like L/H, U/H, LU/L, etc. Those are only valid 
once: when leaving the corresponding driveway. 

- In “operation type 0” or “1” by parameters PUFFIX, where equally L/H, U/H, etc. are 
entered. Those are permanently valid for this section.   

 
IMPORTANT:  

- The point detector works independent of the occupation state of the track section. 
- It is only valid once; i.e. when the change is done once, the point detector is deac-

tivated, especially if the HLU step (by other commands or keys) is changed. 
- A point detector is reactivated  

o in “operation type 3” exclusively by a newly received point following command 
with new content; for example: after L/H would follow the point following com-
mand U/L (probably not practical), or if after L/H follows F and after this again 
L/H (more probable). 

o In “operation type 0” or “1” if the track section changed its occupation state after 
executing the point following command (e.g. L/H). 

 
…  

  

U HLU
LU

LL

LU/U/H
LU

L
P

P P

P P
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7. Terminal loops  

Terminal loops are built with the two P outputs of a 3-pole connector of the StEin 
module. 

 

 

 

PRELIMINARY TEXT: 

Operating principle: 
One of the sectioning points always triggers a short circuit; when exceeding the lowest 
overcurrent threshold (of the three values UESL, UESS, KUS): 
  the first time its polarity is reversed and other reactions (switch-off) are suppressed, 
  the second time (if short circuit is detected again)  
          - in case terminal loop with low GA-number (track section number) has a waiting 
time of ... until polarity reversal -  
          the polarity is reversed after that time (later than “immediately”), 
  the third time (if short circuit is detected again)  
          - in case terminal loop with low GA-number (track section number) has a doubled 
waiting time of ... -  
          the polarity is reversed after that time (later than “immediately”), 
  the fourth time (if short circuit is detected again)  
          - in case terminal loop with low GA-number (track section number) has a threefold 
waiting time of ... -  
          the polarity is reversed after that time (later than “immediately”), 
  the fifth time (if short circuit is detected again) 
          normal OVC or short circuit handling 

Display:  
display of coherence of both sections and the current polarity 
Polarity display by HLU-LEDs: 
     long (0.4 sec on) - short (0.1 sec off) on P-pole  /     
                                               long (0.4 sec off) - short (0.1 sec on) on N-pole,   
when changing (starting with first switch for 2 sec):  
      steady light on P rail / dark on N rail  
      (so, immediate synchronous visualization of every change). 
With every short circuit that leads to reversing the polarity: The blue LED flashes 
Occupancy LEDs of both outputs are always synchronized (Occupancy and RailCom) 
  

 
 
 
Special reading and display 
                        as indicator for a central command station probably set too low: 
If there is no repolarization at the terminal loop section (ONLY at terminal loop sections) 
current jump > 1 A and there is NO repolarization (because MX10 obviously does not 
supply enough current),    
>>>  warning by rapid jumps of the two yellow LEDs (inverted flashing with about 5Hz) 
for 5 sec as warning for possibly failed polarity-reverse attempt). 
  P  P   N   P P         P
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8. The outputs for 8 turnout or 16 single consumers 
 

Operating turnouts or individual outputs is connected with associated indicators on 
the "5-LED group".   It is irrelevant, what triggers the switching: operation on the 
module itself by the key procedure "4" (turnouts, also "automatic cleaning"), or from 
the controller (StEin LIST) or a computer interlocking program. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The left LED-pair (= the two left LED’s) is assigned to one turnout and the right-LED 
pair to another. Each turnout actuation assigns one of the LED pairs to the relevant 
turnout. As a result, the last two operated turnouts are always visible, that is their 
"position LED" and their "pulse LED". 
The “power LED” generally indicates (in very large steps) the power consumption of 
all 16 end stages of the 8 turnouts or 16 individual outputs.  If only coil turnouts are 
present, or motorized turnouts are switched one by one (not at the same time) it is 
possible to draw conclusions as to the functionality of the turnouts (i.e. how much 
time the turnouts require). 

The typical switching sequence of a double coil turnout looks like this: 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Flashing of the position-LED means that a clear position cannot be determined by 
means of test pulses. 
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9. The Speaker outputs of the StEin 
 
WILL BE ADDED LATER 
 
 
 
 

10. The Signal Boards connected to the I2C Bus 
 

In contrast to track sections and switches, there are NO DIRECT CONNECTIONS for sig-
nals on the StEin module itself; those would make wiring the signals unnecessarily 
complicated (extensions of the lines, etc.). Instead, ZIMO provides connection boards to 
mount the signals in their vicinity, the “ICA-signal PCBs” *). Up to 12 of them are 
supplied and controlled by the I2C-socket of the StEin: every ICA board has 16 outputs 
for signal LEDs, which can be used for more than one signals (in sum with 16 LEDS or 
LED groups).  

*) The denomination ICA derives from the bus system (I2C connection boards); generally it is 
possible to connect up to 125 different PCBs to this I2C bus,  
currently (2019) only signal PCBs exist, up to 12 of them.   

Define within the configuration sheet, in the parameter APULICHT1 (connection point 
light 1), which signal is to be connected; this parameter - consisting of module 
number (1..99), PCB number (1..12), connection number (1..16) - refers to the 
first signal light of a signal. The following lights are defined by the type of signal in 
the corresponding definitions within the object lines SIGBILD (signal picture). 
See chapter “The Objects in the parameter sheets” and  
“The Prepared Configurations”! 

The “ICA signal boards” are connected via a bus cable, which runs from one board to 
another (not connected in parallel but by an amplifying chip on each board): see the 
example-pictures in chapter “The prepared configurations”.  

IMPORTANT: On every “ICA signal PCB” an individual  
I2C address has to be set by jumpers. 

The jumpers for the first 30 I2C addresses *) can be seen in the following  
illustration. The logic for more addresses (up to 125, seldom used) can be derived 
from it. 

*) Although only 12 PCBs are connected to the bus, they do not necessarily have the first 12 
addresses. For purposes of clarity also another combination can be used, e.g. prepared con-
figurations which contain more than 12 PCBs, where the user selects parts of and actually us-
es.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
Connecting the ICA boards to the I2C bus:  
see chapter „The prepared configurations“, section “The Prepared Configurations for 
signals““ (2-page picture with 12 ICA-PCBs) 
 
 

11. The Track Section Expansion Boards 
WILL BE ADDED LATER 
 

12. The Turnout Expansion Boards 
WILL BE ADDED LATER 

13. The Servos Expansion Boards 
WILL BE ADDED LATER 
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14. The Prepared Configurations  
   …for a quick and easy start. 

The "StEin" module offers extensive possibilities for variable configurations; see 
chapter “StEin Configuration Strategy”. Numerous parameters can be set individual-
ly for each track section, turnout, signal etc., such as: occupancy detection thresholds 
for different situations (i.e. normal / moist / wet track), overcurrent and short circuit 
thresholds, various turnout position detectors and much more. 
But for an easier start..., 
... it is very easy to initially configure the "StEin" with the help of “prepared configu-
rations", which are already stored in the module’s memory, and can be selected and 
activated for the desired application.  
These "pre-supplied configurations" are in many cases sufficient for the user and there 
is no need to know the details of the parameter sheets; nevertheless, access to the full 
range of the “StEin” capabilities is always available if needed. 
The tables below describe the available prepared configurations; the first lines (printed in 
bold NNK, DSA, DEHV) are active at delivery, i.e. 8 objects for track sections of H0 lay-
out, 8 objects with the usual coil turnouts, as well as a “selection” of about 100 HV signals 
of various types. All these objects can be controlled by an interlocking program per module 
number and connection number (in case of the signals: number of module, signal PCB and 
connection). By the key-procedure press/hold button 3 (see chapter “Button proce-
dures”) also other prepared configurations can be selected.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
are defined (for example with typical values for large-scale locos, see table below) - yb 
their number which can be found in the table below as well as in the PARAMETER SHEET 
of the PREPARED CONFIGURATION on the next page (first row).  

The collection of prepared configurations is designed as special parameter sheet, which 
is shown on the next pages (and might be extended from time to time). It is a “contain-
er” for single prepared configurations (i.e. blocks of object lines) which can be selected. 
This PARAMETER SHEET of the PREPARED CONFIGURATIONS (which is also available on 
the ZIMO website) shows a collection of sample-objects, on the base of which the user is 
able to create his/her own parameter sheet; it is also possible to copy object lines into the 
own sheet and then modified for the individual purpose, etc. 
Up to 99 prepared configurations are available (depending on the development); in case 
of track sections and turnouts those are locks separated by blanks, and contain type line 
and 8 object lines (all with the same number - 01, 02, 03, ... in the first row). Prepared 
configurations for signals are more complex: Blocks for types and signal aspects and 
about 100 object lines. 
One or more of this prepared configurations (but only one of each type, i.e. one for track 
sections, one for turnouts, ...) can be selected one after the other by the button proce-
dure press/hold button 3 and finally build the configuration for the module.  
By loading a created configuration, all prepared configurations are deactivated. 

When loading a self-created parameter sheet, all those 'prepared configurations' 
are removed from the active configuration whose object classes occur in this parameter 
sheet, e.g. the lines with OBJKL "GATYP" and "GA" if OBJKL "GA" and/or "GATYP" occurs). 
This also applies vice versa. 

The module configuration built from prepared configurations can be saved on a flash drive 
if needed, and loaded onto a computer to be displayed and editable as Excel sheet again to 
load it back into the module (or in another one). 

  Number / Identification      Content description of the prepared configuration       Occupancy threshold normal, moist or wet      OVC-threshold (slow / fast)       Short-threshold       Assigned inputs 
1 NNK 8 Track sections, “normal” value for small scales (H0, TT…) 2 / 5 / 10 mA  Threshold 1.5 / 2.5 A turning-off in 0.2 / 0.1 sec 3 A 2 detector inputs for each of the 8 track sections 
2 LLK 8 Track sections, low values for occupancy and overcurrent, small scales 1 / 2 / 5 mA Threshold 0.5 / 1 A turning-off in 0.2 / 0.1 sec 2 A 2 detector inputs for each of the 8 track sections 
3 HHK 8 Track sections, higher values for occupancy and overcurrent, small scales 5 / 10 / 20 mA Threshold 2 / 3 A turning-off in 0.2 / 0.1 sec 4 A 2 detector inputs for each of the 8 track sections 
4 LNK 8 Track sections, low occupancy, normal overcurrent values, small scales 1 / 2 / 5 mA Threshold 1.5 / 2,. A turning-off in 0.2 / 0.1 sec 3 A 2 detector inputs for each of the 8 track sections 
5 NHK 8 Track sections, normal occupancy, higher overcurrent values, medium… 2 / 5 / 10 mA Threshold 2 / 3 A turning-off in 0.2 / 0.1 sec 4 A 2 detector inputs for each of the 8 track sections 
6 NNG 8 Track sections, typical values for large scales (G, 1…) 5 / 20 / 50 mA Threshold 3 / 4 A turning-off in 0.2 / 0.2 sec 5 A 2 detector inputs for each of the 8 track sections 
7 LLG 8 Track sections, low values for occupancy and overcurrent, large scales 2 / 10 / 30 mA Threshold 2 / 3 A turning-off in 0.2 / 0.2 sec 4 A 2 detector inputs for each of the 8 track sections 
8 HHG 8 Track sections, very high values for overcurrent/short circuit, gauge 1 5 / 20 / 50 mA Threshold 3 / 4 A turning-off in 0.2 / 0.2 sec 8 A 2 detector inputs for each of the 8 track sections 

     
29 KSA 1 Reverse loop section instead of the previously defined section 7, 8 Occupancy and over-current thresholds copied from track section 7 2 detector inputs for track section 7 

Number / Identification      Content description of the prepared configuration        Switch/Actuation time  
41 DSA 8 double coil turnouts with end switches 0.1 sec 
42 DSN 8 double coil turnouts without end switches 0.2 sec 
43 MWA 8 motorized turnouts with end switches 3 sec 
44 MWN 8 slow motion switch machines with end switches 5 sec 
45 MWD 8 motorized turnouts (for continuous current) 0 
46 EPN 8 EPL-turnouts without end switches 0.2 sec 
47 SWA 8 Servo-turnouts with end switches and relays connection 3 sec 
48 SWM 8 Servo- turnouts without end switches and without relays connection 3 sec 
 

       Number and name       Content description of the prepared configurations 
61 DEHV in total about 100 signals of the HV system, mixture of the most important types  
62 DEHVXL Similar to DEHV but signals complete (marker light, etc.) 
63    
64    
65    
66    
47    
48    
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Prepared configurations for track sections: 
Each block consisting of 9 lines constitutes a prepared configuration; a maximum of one of 
them can be active. As standard, that is at delivery, the first one is active (i.e. “NNK”); one 
of the others can be selected (as mentioned before) by button procedure (starting with 
pressing/holding Button-3) and activated instead. By loading a created configuration, all 
prepared configurations are deactivated. 
   

etc. - some lines  (45 ... 56) of the prepared configuration for track sections are not shown due to lack of space.  
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Prepared configurations for “two-way turnouts” 
Each block consisting of 9 lines constitutes a prepared configuration; similar to the track 
sections a maximum of one of them can be active (therefore “DSA”). 
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Prepared configuration61 for  
“simple German HV signals”: 

Prepared configurations for signals contain a lot 
more lines as for track sections or turnouts. 
The purpose of the prepared configurations for 
signals is to enable connecting all signal types of 
one system (e.g. German “HV-signals”) distrib-
uted to 12 signal PCBs to the I2C-bus of a StEin 
module. 
Consider a practical distribution of the signal 
types, like in the example (table on the right) of 
the HV-signals (prepared configuration “DEHV”):  

8 main blocking signals  
   (4 of them with distant signal on mast), 
12 3-aspect main signals 
   (4 of them with distant signal on mast), 
12 blocking or ground signals 
12 2-aspect block signals 
Various additional lights 
The lamps defined with “spare red” in main and 
main blocking signals do not have to be used. 
The table on the right (row “number of lamps”) 
presents the corresponding data (number of lamps 
and denominations) of the signal types in the signal 
panel on the controller; SpareRed is not shown on 
the controller, therefore the number sometimes is 
smaller. 

Of course, using prepared configurations (espe-
cially concerning signals) does not use all con-
nections provided on the signal boards. 

This can be improved with self-made con-
figurations, which may also be more 
comprehensive and clear. 

To define the actual signals for the prepared configura-
tion, all used signal types and aspects have to be de-
fined; those are the first two blocks on the following 
page.  
After that (line 183 and below) the blocks with the signals for 
each of the 12 signal boards are presented. The number (that 
is: I2C address 1, 2, 3, ...) of the corresponding signal PCB is 
defined in the second value of the parameter APULICHT1.  

Signal PCB 
I2C Address 

Signal type 
(all DE HV) 

Number of 
lamps 
     (on the con-
troller) 

Connection sequence APU 

 

1 

HSPE - main blocking signal with spare red     6  (5 DEHSP) from 1: red left - red right - green - yellow - white 
(2x) - spareF00 

M.1.1 

ZUS - additional light (e.g. speed indicator)      1  (1 L1) 7 M.1.7 
ZUS - additional light (e.g. start light)      1  (1 L1) 8 M.1.8 
VS - 3-aspect distant signal on mast)     4  (4 DEVS) from 9: yellow le - yellow ri - green le - green ri M.1.9 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 13: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.1.13 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 15: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.1.15 

2 
    
all 6 lines like 1 like 1 like 1 M.2.1   …  like 1 
    

3 

HSPE - main blocking signal with spare red     6  (5 DEHSP) from 1: red left - red right - green - yellow - white 
(2x) - spareF00 

M.3.1 

ZUS  additional light (e.g. additional speed 
indicator)  

    1  (1 L1) 7 M.3.7 

ZUS - additional light (e.g. start light)      1  (1 L1) 8 M.3.8 
VS - 3-aspect distant signal on mast)     4  (4 DEVS) from 9: yellow le - yellow ri - green le - green ri M.3.9 
BL - 2-aspect block signal     2  (2 DEBL) from 13: red - green M.3.13 
BL - 2-aspect block signal     2  (2 DEBL) from 15: red - green M.3.15 

4 
    
all 6 lines like 3 like 3 like 3 M.4.1   …  like 3 
    

5 

HSPE - main blocking signal with spare red     6  (5 DEHSP) from 1: red le - red ri - green - yellow - white (2x) - 
spare R00 

M.5.1 

ZUS - additional light (e.g. speed indicator)      1  (1 L1) 7 M.5.7 
ZUS - additional light (e.g. start light)      1  (1 L1) 8 M.5.8 
HSPE - main blocking signal with spare red     6  (5 DEHSP) from 9: red le - red ri - green - yellow - white (2x) - 

spareF00 
M.5.9 

ZUS - additional light (e.g. speed indicator)      1  (1 L1) 15 M.5.15 
ZUS - additional light (e.g. start light)      1  (1 L1) 16 M.5.16 

6 
    
all 6 lines like 5 like 5 like 5 M.6.1   …  like 5 
    

7 

HSE - 3-aspect main signal with spare red     4  (3 HSE) from 1: red - green - yellow - spare R0 M.7.1 
VS - 3-aspect distant signal on mast)     4  (4 DEVS) from 5: yellow le – yellow ri – green le –  green ri M.7.5 
HSE - 3-aspect main signal with spare red     4  (3 HSE) from 9: red - green - yellow - spareR0 M.7.9 
VS - 3-aspect distant signal on mast)     4  (4 DEVS) from 13: yellow le - yellow ri - green le - green ri M.7.13 

8 
    
all 4 lines like 7 like 7 like 7 M.8.1   …  like 7 
    

9 

HSE - 3-aspect main signal with spare red     4  (3 HSE) from 1: red - green - yellow - spare R0 M.9.1 
HSE - 3-aspect main signal with spare red     4  (3 HSE) from 5: red - green - yellow - spare R0 M.9.5 
HSE - 3-aspect main signal with spare red     4  (3 HSE) from 9: red - green - yellow - spareR0 M.9.9 
HSE - 3-aspect main signal with spare red     4  (3 HSE) from 13: red - green - yellow - spare R0 M.9.13 

10 
    
all 4 lines like 9 like 9 like 9 M.10.1   …  like 9 
    

     

11 

SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 1: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.1 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 3: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.3 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 5: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.5 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 7: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.7 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 9: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.9 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 11: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.11 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 13: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.13 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 15: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.15 

     

 

BL - 2-aspect block signal     2  (2 DEBL) from 1: red - green M.12.1 
BL - 2-aspect block signal     2  (2 DEBL) from 3: red - green M.13.3 
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Prepared configuration62 for  
“complete German HV signals”: 

The prepared configuration 62 is derived from 61; 
in contrast to 61, it contains complete HV signals, 
which are not really common in HO but rather in 
larger scales (G, 1, ...). 
The purpose of the prepared configurations for 
signals is to enable connecting all signal types of 
one system (e.g. German “HV-signals”) distrib-
uted to 12 signal PCBs to the I2C-bus of a StEin 
module. 
Consider a practical distribution of the signal 
types, like in the example (table on the right) of 
the HV-signals (prepared configuration “DEHV”):  

8 main blocking signals  
   (4 of them with distant signal on mast), 
12 3-aspect main signals 
   (4 of them with distant signal on mast), 
12 blocking or ground signals 
12 2-aspect block signals 
Various additional lights 
The lamps defined with “spare red” in main and 
main blocking signals do not have to be used. 
The table on the right (row “number of lamps”) 
presents the corresponding data (number of lamps 
and denominations) of the signal types in the signal 
panel on the controller; SpareRed is not shown on 
the controller, therefore the number sometimes is 
smaller. 

Of course, using prepared configurations (espe-
cially concerning signals) does not use all con-
nections provided on the signal boards. 

This can be improved with self-made con-
figurations, which may also be more 
comprehensive and clear. 

To define the actual signals for the prepared configura-
tion, all used signal types and aspects have to be de-
fined; those are the first two blocks on the following 
page.  
After that (line 183 and below) the blocks with the signals for each of the 12 signal boards are pre-
sented. The number (that is: I2C address 1, 2, 3, ...) of the corresponding signal PCB is defined in 
the second value of the parameter APULICHT1.  

Signal PCB 
I2C Address 

Signal type 
(all DE HV) 

Number of lamps 
  (on the control-
ler) 

Connection sequence APU 

 

1 

HSPK    main blocking signal with marker light     7  (5 DEHSP) from 1: red le - red ri - green - yellow - white (2x) - marker 
light - spare 

M.1.1 

ZUS - additional light (e.g. speed indicator)              1  (1 L1) 8 M.1.8 
VSK - 3-aspect distant signal on mast with 
marker light 

    5  (4 DEVS) from 9: yellow le - yellow ri - green le - green ri - marker light M.1.9 

ZUS - additional light (e.g. start light)     1  (1 L1) 14 M.1.14 
ZUS      Spare      1  (1 L1) 15 M.1.15 
ZUS      Spare     1  (1 L1) 16 M.1.16 

2 
    
all 6 lines like 1 like 1 like 1 M.2.1  … like 1 
    

3 

HSPE - main blocking signal with spare red     6  (5 DEHSP) from 1: red left - red right - green - yellow - white (2x) - 
spareF00 

M.3.1 

ZUS  additional light (e.g. additional speed indi-
cator)  

    1  (1 L1) 7 M.3.7 

ZUS - additional light (e.g. start light)      1  (1 L1) 8 M.3.8 
VS - 3-aspect distant signal on mast)     4  (4 DEVS) from 9: yellow le - yellow ri - green le - green ri M.3.9 
BL - 2-aspect block signal     2  (2 DEBL) from 13: red - green M.3.13 
BL - 2-aspect block signal     2  (2 DEBL) from 15: red - green M.3.15 

4 
    
all 6 lines like 3 like 3 like 3 M.4.1   …  like 3 
    

5 

HSPE - main blocking signal with spare red     6  (5 DEHSP) from 1: red le - red ri - green - yellow - white (2x) - spare R00 M.5.1 
ZUS - additional light (e.g. speed indicator)      1  (1 L1) 7 M.5.7 
ZUS - additional light (e.g. start light)      1  (1 L1) 8 M.5.8 
HSPE - main blocking signal with spare red     6  (5 DEHSP) from 9: red le - red ri - green - yellow - white (2x) - spareF00 M.5.9 
ZUS - additional light (e.g. speed indicator)      1  (1 L1) 15 M.5.15 
ZUS - additional light (e.g. start light)      1  (1 L1) 16 M.5.16 

6 
    
all 6 lines like 5 like 5 like 5 M.6.1   …  like 5 
    

7 

HSE - 3-aspect main signal with spare red     4  (3 HSE) from 1: red - green - yellow - spare R0 M.7.1 
VS - 3-aspect distant signal on mast)     4  (4 DEVS) from 5: yellow le – yellow ri – green le –  green ri M.7.5 
HSE - 3-aspect main signal with spare red     4  (3 HSE) from 9: red - green - yellow - spareR0 M.7.9 
VS - 3-aspect distant signal on mast)     4  (4 DEVS) from 13: yellow le - yellow ri - green le - green ri M.7.13 

8 
    
all 4 lines like 7 like 7 like 7 M.8.1   …  like 7 
    

9 

HSE - 3-aspect main signal with spare red     4  (3 HSE) from 1: red - green - yellow - spare R0 M.9.1 
HSE - 3-aspect main signal with spare red     4  (3 HSE) from 5: red - green - yellow - spare R0 M.9.5 
HSE - 3-aspect main signal with spare red     4  (3 HSE) from 9: red - green - yellow - spareR0 M.9.9 
HSE - 3-aspect main signal with spare red     4  (3 HSE) from 13: red - green - yellow - spare R0 M.9.13 

10 
    
all 4 lines like 9 like 9 like 9 M.10.1   …  like 9 
    

     

11 

SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 1: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.1 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 3: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.3 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 5: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.5 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 7: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.7 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 9: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.9 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 11: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.11 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 13: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.13 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 15: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.15 

     

12 

BL - 2-aspect block signal     2  (2 DEBL) from 1: red - green M.12.1 
BL - 2-aspect block signal     2  (2 DEBL) from 3: red - green M.13.3 
BL - 2-aspect block signal     2  (2 DEBL) from 5: red - green M.12.5 
BL - 2-aspect block signal     2  (2 DEBL) from 7: red - green M.12.7 
BL  2 aspect block signal     2  (2 DEBL) from 9: red  green M 12 9 

                   
                   
                    

     

In preparation: 
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The prepared configuration 63  
for “Swiss signals, type L”: 
 
Logically, there is a matrix of driving concepts and 
signal types: 
 
Main signal concepts (aspects) 
 
 

Signal PCB connection type 1 
   1 main signal 7 lights 
+ 1 distant signal 5 lights 
         or combined signal 10 lights 
+ 4 additional lights (distribution as needed) 

                     Connection type 2 
   2 main signal 4 lights each (green-red-yellow-green) 
+ 1 distant signal 5 lights 
+ 3 additional lights (distribution as needed) 

             Connection type 3 
   2 main signal 4 lights each (green-red-yellow-green) 
+ 2 distant signal 4 lights 
         or 2 combined signals 8 lights  

            Connection type 4 
   8 block signals 2 lights each  

             Connection type 5 
   4 block signals (combined) 4 lights each (2xyellow-green-red-yellow) 
 
             Connection type 6 
   2 block signals (combined) 7 lights each (distant signal+green+red) 
+ 2 additional lights (distribution as needed) 

            Connection type 7 
   5 ground signals 3 lights each  
+ 1 additional light 

            Connection type 8 
   3 ground signals with additional signal 5 lights each  
+ 1 additional ligh 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
  

Signal PCB 
I2C Address 

Signal type 
(all DE HV) 

Number of lamps 
  (on the control-
ler) 

Connection sequence APU 

 

1 

HSPK    main blocking signal with marker light     7  (5 DEHSP) from 1: red le - red ri - green - yellow - white (2x) - marker 
light - spare 

M.1.1 

ZUS - additional light (e.g. speed indicator)              1  (1 L1) 8 M.1.8 
VSK - 3-aspect distant signal on mast with 
marker light 

    5  (4 DEVS) from 9: yellow le - yellow ri - green le - green ri - marker light M.1.9 

ZUS - additional light (e.g. start light)     1  (1 L1) 14 M.1.14 
ZUS      Spare      1  (1 L1) 15 M.1.15 
ZUS      Spare     1  (1 L1) 16 M.1.16 

2 
    
all 6 lines like 1 like 1 like 1 M.2.1  … like 1 
    

3 

HSPE - main blocking signal with spare red     6  (5 DEHSP) from 1: red left - red right - green - yellow - white (2x) - 
spareF00 

M.3.1 

ZUS  additional light (e.g. additional speed indi-
cator)  

    1  (1 L1) 7 M.3.7 

ZUS - additional light (e.g. start light)      1  (1 L1) 8 M.3.8 
VS - 3-aspect distant signal on mast)     4  (4 DEVS) from 9: yellow le - yellow ri - green le - green ri M.3.9 
BL - 2-aspect block signal     2  (2 DEBL) from 13: red - green M.3.13 
BL - 2-aspect block signal     2  (2 DEBL) from 15: red - green M.3.15 

4 
    
all 6 lines like 3 like 3 like 3 M.4.1   …  like 3 
    

5 

HSPE - main blocking signal with spare red     6  (5 DEHSP) from 1: red le - red ri - green - yellow - white (2x) - spare R00 M.5.1 
ZUS - additional light (e.g. speed indicator)      1  (1 L1) 7 M.5.7 
ZUS - additional light (e.g. start light)      1  (1 L1) 8 M.5.8 
HSPE - main blocking signal with spare red     6  (5 DEHSP) from 9: red le - red ri - green - yellow - white (2x) - spareF00 M.5.9 
ZUS - additional light (e.g. speed indicator)      1  (1 L1) 15 M.5.15 
ZUS - additional light (e.g. start light)      1  (1 L1) 16 M.5.16 

6 
    
all 6 lines like 5 like 5 like 5 M.6.1   …  like 5 
    

7 

HSE - 3-aspect main signal with spare red     4  (3 HSE) from 1: red - green - yellow - spare R0 M.7.1 
VS - 3-aspect distant signal on mast)     4  (4 DEVS) from 5: yellow le – yellow ri – green le –  green ri M.7.5 
HSE - 3-aspect main signal with spare red     4  (3 HSE) from 9: red - green - yellow - spareR0 M.7.9 
VS - 3-aspect distant signal on mast)     4  (4 DEVS) from 13: yellow le - yellow ri - green le - green ri M.7.13 

8 
    
all 4 lines like 7 like 7 like 7 M.8.1   …  like 7 
    

9 

HSE - 3-aspect main signal with spare red     4  (3 HSE) from 1: red - green - yellow - spare R0 M.9.1 
HSE - 3-aspect main signal with spare red     4  (3 HSE) from 5: red - green - yellow - spare R0 M.9.5 
HSE - 3-aspect main signal with spare red     4  (3 HSE) from 9: red - green - yellow - spareR0 M.9.9 
HSE - 3-aspect main signal with spare red     4  (3 HSE) from 13: red - green - yellow - spare R0 M.9.13 

10 
    
all 4 lines like 9 like 9 like 9 M.10.1   …  like 9 
    

     

11 

SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 1: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.1 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 3: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.3 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 5: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.5 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 7: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.7 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 9: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.9 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 11: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.11 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 13: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.13 
SP - blocking signal, also ground signal     2  (2 DESP) from 15: red (2x) – yellow (2x) M.11.15 

     

12 

BL - 2-aspect block signal     2  (2 DEBL) from 1: red - green M.12.1 
BL - 2-aspect block signal     2  (2 DEBL) from 3: red - green M.13.3 
BL - 2-aspect block signal     2  (2 DEBL) from 5: red - green M.12.5 
BL - 2-aspect block signal     2  (2 DEBL) from 7: red - green M.12.7 
BL  2 aspect block signal     2  (2 DEBL) from 9: red  green M 12 9 

                   
                   
                    

     

In preparation: 
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15. The objects in the parameter sheets 

The parameter sheets are created on a computer as Excel sheets and loaded into the 
"StEin" module via a flash drive as exported parameter sheets.  

See chapter “Setup, technical data, “StEin” configuration-strategy” 

Parameter sheets can contain objects for one, several (or all) "StEin" modules: the re-
spective module selects its "own" objects and only loads those parameters into its own 
memory. "Own" are those objects that are actually connected to the respective “StEin” 
(e.g. a complete turnout, not just its lantern), which is defined in one of the object pa-
rameters ("Connection point" ...). 
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Optional: KONFBIB and ADDFERT - general information concerning the configuration 
The lines represent a “parameter sheet” (formally object classes “KONFBIB” and “ADDFERT” contain “bibliograph-
ical data” for the parameter sheet (like name, version,...) or indications to add prepared configurations to the individ-
ually created parameter sheet; both are optional, that is for example, valid configurations also work without 
KONFBIB, i.e. without name, etc. 
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  GATYP and GA - object types and objects for “track sections” 

These object lines contain the definitions for each track section concerning occupancy thresholds and overcurrent and short circuit handling. Additionally, there are special parameters for a 
module autonomous operation (...FIX) and the connection points for the corresponding track section and - if in use - point contacts. 

The (optional but very useful) object lines of the object class GATYP (=track section types) represent templates for the actual track sections; the parameters of these templates can be taken 
over into the object lines of the object class GA (actual track sections) or replaced by different values. 
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In the example object lines (below on this double page) first, the track section type GA-MU-STW of the object class GATYP is defined; for track 
sections controlled by an interlocking program (like ESTWGJ, STP,...) the parameter BEFORM = 3 (controlled externally) is defined; the lines 
below that of the object class GA, but also of GATYP = GA-MU-STW define three actual track sections. The latter partially take over the pa-
rameters of the type (all cells with “), but also define some of the parameters differently. 
The second example (also GATYP, i.e. template, and GA, i.e. track sections) with track section type GA-MU-FIX is intended for track sections 
which are not controlled by a computer (therefore, BEFORM = 0) but have fixed parameters (in this case HLUFIX = UH). *) 
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WEITYP and WEI - object types and objects for “two-way turnouts” 
These object lines contain the definition for all turnouts connected to StEin, concerning switch impulse times, position test 
impulses, frog polarization etc. *)  
*) Organization and object class WEI as template for object class WEI of the actual turnout: see Note below GATYP and GA! 
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In the example object lines (below on this double page) first, various turnout types are defined with the object class WEITYP (double coil, motor, 
EPL) and in the lines below that some actual turnouts are defined by the object class WEI, but also by turnout type from the templates. The latter 
partially take over the parameters of the type (all cells with “), but also define some of the parameters differently. 
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SIGTYP, SIGBILD (the “preliminary tables“ for SIG) – signal types and aspects 
The procedure to define signals is a little different to track sections and turnouts, because it has two levels; SIGTYP and SIG do not have the con-
tinuously equal parameters (like for WEI). There are two preliminary tables for the actuals signals in the table SIG: 1) table SIGTYP (description on 
this page) of the signal types which itself needs the signal aspects from SIGBILD, and 2) table SIGBILD (description on the page on the right) for 
the signal aspects. 
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SIG - objects for signals (based on the preliminary tables SIGTYP and SIGBILD) 
These object lines define for every signal connected to StEin how the aspects are presented, the brightness by day and by night, etc.  
In this case (different to WEI and WEITYP, not all parameters can be overwritten from SIGTYP and SIG, especially not the signal aspects defined 
in the signal type. 
Here, also the corresponding symbols for the panels of ZIMO input devices can be linked or created. 
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16. Configuration Example (ZIMO N-Scale Show Layout) 
 
The ZIMO N-scale layout is built on an area of 2 x 1.3 m. The track is mounted directly 
on acrylic glass. Since it is a demonstration layout, all (StEin-) modules along with the 
wiring are openly installed so they are visible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
There are three stations, two of which are terminus stations, with a total of 12 tracks, 

3 lines under block control and one reverse loop. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The electronic equipment consists of the ZIMO MX10 basic unit and (usually) 2 to 3 
controllers and 8 StEin modules (in the picture some of them without a lid) for the sig-
nals there are - at least until 2018 - special signal bridges with integrated accessory 

decoders; a later conversion to StEin signal boards is possible. 
Note: This is the state after conversion in 2018; before that, MX8 accessory modules 

and MX9 track section modules (9 in total) were used instead of StEin. 

The ESTWGJ program (from H.W. Grandjean) is used to control the layout; the dis-
patcher panel representation gives a good overview: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Before the StEin modules can actually be configured, that is, the creation of the parameter 
sheets (or, as in this case, the single parameter sheet), the track section divisions and 
connection points, the location of point detectors, switches, uncouplers, and later also the 
signals, must be determined. 
ZIMO traditionally calls this step "track section planning", because the track sections and 
their division are indeed the main focus of considerations and also because they usually de-
termine the number of necessary StEin modules. 
On the following page you can see the result of the N-layout planning, which is based on 
general principles (again mainly concerning the track sections), which are listed below: 

 Each station track needs at least one track section insulated on one side (to one of the 
track output terminals 1 ... 8). If several trains are to be parked one behind the other, 
more sections are needed; However, this is not the case with this layout. 
Before the stop points - at the red signals or bumpers at the end of the track - either dedi-
cated brake sections connected to separate track section output pins, or - much cheaper - 
point detectors can be used (here infrared sensors). In either case, this forms a stopping 
distance, starting with the rail gap to the brake section or the point detector and ending 
with the end of the stop section track. The trains were slowed down already in the brake 
section before entering the stop section and so will come to a standstill at a stopping point 
as exact as possible. 
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 On the main line each block consists of at least one track section; Similar to the station 
tracks, the brake or stop sections of a block can also be formed either by a separate 
track section or by a point detector. 
 In the turnout areas, the division of track sections must be carried out in such a way 

that in all intended operating situations no track section exists that would be part of 
two routes at the same time. This means that there are several track sections, which 
consist only of a single turnout. NOTE: For track sections like these, there are "cheap-
er" connections on expansion boards 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

than the actual track outputs on the StEin modules themselves. These expansion 
boards were not considered on the N-layout because they are not yet available. 
 The point detectors (infrared sensors) are all connected to one single StEin module, which 

in this case simplified the wiring. 
 The turnout and coupler drives are connected to 3 (of the 8) Stein modules; this is also a 

contribution to clarity. 
 THE WIRING OF THE SIGNALS WILL BE EXPLAINED LATER (At the time of writing this text, 

the signals were still operated by separate signal-bridge decoders, not by the StEin).  
  

 

track sections, module number, connection 
point detector (infrared sensor), all on StEin 08 
Turnouts and coupler drives, module number, connections 
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The configuration sheet at the next page shows the object lines created for the ZIMO exhibi-
tion layout in N-scale; the lines 43 to 64 are not shown due to lack of space. 

This is the entire layout configuration, i.e. for all  
8 StEin modules together on a single parameter sheet. Therefore, ahead of the actual 
object lines is the optional column MOULNR (01 ... 08), which is used by each StEin module 
when loading the configuration sheet (.cfg file) to select only the object lines needed. 
Additionally, the sheet also contains the optional column NAME, which has no function in op-
eration, but serves as a reminder during the configuration stage as to where the track sec-
tions and turnouts used to be connected to the track section modules MX9 (before the layout 
was changed from the “old” technology to the StEin). 
For each of the 8 StEin modules, the sheet contains an object line of the class GATYP (= a 
track section type with the designation "GAZIMEN18"), which contains the parameters for 
the 8 individual track sections to be defined, which in this case are always the same. The in-
dividual track sections (objects of class GA) therefore have a " (quotation mark) in almost all 
boxes, which means that the parameters are copied from the GATYP; only the connection 
points (APUGA column) for the track section itself and the point detectors (APUGK1) are dif-
ferent. 

NOTE: Later, when operating the layout, it might turn out that some track sections should have a higher 
occupancy threshold because of their particular section length; In such a case, the BESMNOR parame-
ters should be changed in the respective object lines. 

The turnouts are organized similar to the track sections: for each StEin that has a turn-
out connected an object line of the class WEITYP is needed, and then the object lines for 
the individual points, which differ in the connection points (column APUANTR). 

In the current state (1st half of 2018) there are no signals on the system that are con-
trolled by the StEin (only signal bridges with built-in decoders), therefore, there are no 
relevant object lines. 

 

GENERAL REMARK about the parameter sheet configuration method:  

It can be seen in the sheet shown here that the creation of a system configuration using 
such a table can be done quite clearly and quickly: the majority of the inputs are ob-
tained by copying from other object lines or entire blocks of lines - that is the big ad-
vantage of a table compared to the usual input masks.  
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17. ANNEX: Glossary 
 

CAN-bus: 
International standard for secure data exchange between electronic devices, assemblies, etc.; it is 
used among others in automotive electronics. ZIMO uses this protocol for communication on the 
connection cables (= "CAN-bus cable") between the command station, controllers, accessory decod-
ers, track section modules, turn table control modules, etc. 
Instead of “CAN bus cable” sometimes also the name “controller cable” is used. 
Also see: ZIMO system brochure or catalog, info at www.zimo.at 

Signal controlled speed influence (a.k.a.: “location dependent control“, “HLU“ method):  
For prototypical railroad operations it is not only important to have the ability to control all trains inde-
pendently (that is a basic DCC function), but also to keep trains safe through the overriding influence 
of signals, block control, routes etc. 
The well-known method in conventional model railroad layouts of killing power in a section of track be-
fore a red signal is not suitable in combination with a DCC system, because it leads to the loss of ac-
cessory devices (lights, smoke…) and causes abrupt train stops. 
ZIMO therefore uses the special method of signal controlled speed influence. Additional information is 
fed to a track section ahead of a red signal (where any train should stop automatically). 

Also see: ZIMO system brochure or catalog, info at www.zimo.at 

Turnout ladder: 
A turnout ladder is a combination of turnouts that switch to predetermined directions, which is first de-
fined as such and can later be called up when needed. 

Route: 
A “route” as used here is an extended turnout ladder, i.e. a combination of turnouts set to specific posi-
tions, possibly also through buttons (to be connected to a switch panel), and of track sections (connect-
ed to track section modules StEin or MX9). 

Line, block, unidirectional, bidirectional: 
The term "line" is used for a sequence of "blocks"; a block in turn consists of at least two "track sec-
tions", of which (usually) the last is a "stop section". The term "block section" should not be used be-
cause it is often unclear whether a single block or the entire route is meant.  
Note: In model railroad literature, especially in documents of other manufacturers, this combination of 
turnouts is often referred to as routes, but ZIMO uses the term route for a more evolved set-up: a turn-
out ladder that includes track section control (a feature most often not available from other sources, so 
no differentiation is needed). 
 

http://www.zimo.at/
http://www.zimo.at/
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